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Troubleshooting your HTD to ETD Connection
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First turn OFF the ETD that is being used for testing.  Power ON the HTD.

On the HTD, press ETD ID and it will take you to list of “monitored” IDs. At this point 
the ETD should not be listed. Turn on the test ETD. The ID of the test ETD should show 
up in the monitored ID’s on the HTD, remember the HTD only shows the five closest 
ETDs, be sure the test ETD is close by.

  1. What if the ETD ID doesn’t show up?

   a. The ETD has low to no power in the radio and cannot transmit 
   b. The ETD could have a bad antenna and fails to transmit
   c. The ETD could have a low, or no, battery and can not supply enough   

   power to the radio to transmit
   d. The ETD may be further than those shown and can be entered   

   manually
   e. If the ETD is charging it does not transmit

  2. The ID shows up but will not arm?  
   a. Most likely the ETD doesn’t have enough Radio power to transmit  

   an ARM signal. This can be tested with a DPS linker
   b. The HTD may not have enough radio power to transmit

  3. What if there are NO monitors ID’s in the HTD?  
   a. If the ETDs are known to be good and there are still no ID’s in the HTD,  

   the HTD radio isn’t receiving and is likely bad
   b. Could be as simple as a connection not made on the radio or the  

   circuit board
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Both the HTD and the ETD can be tested with a DPS Linker. There are several tests that 
can be done, responder mode, Test HTD, and Test ETD.

Responder Mode

First, the ETD and the HTD need to be on. Additionally, the HTD needs to have the 
ETD’s ID saved, they do NOT need to be paired/armed.

Once the ID is saved, set the linker to Responder Mode. This is found in the main 
menu of the linker.  Enter the same ID of the ETD being tested and press ENTER. 

The linker will try to communicate with the ETD. If the com test was good the linker 
will display “ETD Passed Test”.  Hit continue. 

Following the prompt on the linker, press the Com Test Button on the HTD. The linker 
should pick up the com and show “packet RX’d from HTD, responded to HTD with PSI 
of 1”.  Every com test passed will add one PSI. If the linker does not pick up the com, 
there is an issue between the HTD and the ETD. See Troubleshooting HTD to ETD 
connection provided earlier in this document. Hit continue.

The final screen on the Linker is the test results.  If either the ETD or HTD failed, 
proceed to the appropriate Linker test.

Still Have Issues Connecting the HTD and ETD?
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Test HTD

On the HTD set the ETD ID to 99999.  In the linker main menu navigate to Test HTD 
and press ENTER.  The ETD ID should say 99999 PSI=88.

Find Arm/Test button and press ENTER. This sends and ARM request to the HTD,  
press ARM or the Com button on the HTD.  

  1. The ARM request is not making it to the HTD?

   a. HTD radio is not receiving 
   b. HTD radio has low power and cannot transmit properly

  2. The ARM request is sent but unit will not arm?

   a. The Linker may not have enough Radio power to transmit an  
   ARM signal and needs a charge

   b. The HTD may not have enough radio power to transmit

Test ETD

Turn on the ETD to be tested.

Enter Test ETD mode in the main menu of the DPS Linker. Enter the ETD ID and press 
enter.

The linker should display the current state of the ETD. Press the com test button on 
the ETD. This sends an ARM request to the linker.  Press ENTER on the linker to “ARM”.

  1. The ETD and Linker will not ARM?

   a. The ETD may have low radio power and cannot transmit
   b. Linker could have a low battery
   c. ETD is charging and cannot transmit
   d. Linker could be too far (outside of 5 miles)

Still Have Issues Connecting the HTD and ETD?


